YOUR EMPLOYER DASHBOARD:

LEFT-HAND SIDE NAVIGATION MENU
Located along the left side of every screen, the Navigation Menu offers the most comprehensive access to system features. Here, you can access all functions, such as posting a job, finding candidates and reviewing resumes, accessing your Virtual Recruiter, labor market research, and much more!

EMPLOYER RESOURCES
The Employer Resources tab contains quick “How-To” tutorials to help you navigate the SC WORKS site more efficiently.

YOUR WIDGETS
Your Employer Dashboard contains many widgets that summarize activity. You are able to close out any widgets you no longer want to see. This area is very customizable, and you can move your widgets around the page by dragging and dropping them exactly where you want them.

SCROLLING PICTURE BAR
The SC WORKS system offers employer users several options for navigating the site. This picture bar is one of them and displays many main functions of SC WORKS and allows you to access that function quickly by just clicking on the picture.